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A holy hermit, a Holocaust survivor, a literary librarian, and a Christian geneticist search for peace and happiness in a culture of chaos.
Hermit Abram, 80, and his sister Elizabeth, 84, escaped the Holocaust in Greece and made it to America as children. Elizabeth retired
from teaching high school Western Civilization, and Abram, who
retired from teaching classics at U.C. Berkeley, converted to Christianity and retreated to Angel Mountain to pray with his icons for the
world and preach from the mountainside.
Elizabeth hires Catherine, 33, to sort her home library. When
Gregory, 37, a geneticist supporting intelligent design, falls from the
mountainside and is rescued by Abram, these four lives are changed
forever. The earth quakes, fires rage, and lightning strikes, as antifa
protestors threaten the hermit and his friends. Angels bridge Heaven
and Earth, and eternity intersects time. Is this the end of the world?
Is the kingdom coming?
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“In Angel Mountain, Christine Sunderland has created a gripping and theologically rich
novel, in which four remarkable people make their way through a shifting cultural
landscape ringed with apocalyptic fire, revolutionary politics, and end-times expectancy.”
—WILFRED M. MCCLAY
University of Oklahoma, author of Land of Hope: An Invitation to the Great American Story

“Angel Mountain, which the world calls Devil Mountain, is beyond the reach of the
secular city of Berkeley. There is a man living on the mountain who speaks of heaven
and hell and good and evil. Just raising these topics is enough to spark concern and
violence in his audience. Meanwhile, the world of 2018 is on fire, both literally in the
countryside and spiritually in the minds and hearts of the characters of this quietly
apocalyptic novel. Perhaps when the world does end, it will end both physically and
spiritually at the same time. If so, Christine Sunderland’s Angel Mountain shows how to
live in the midst of disaster and how lives can be remade if we have bold enough hearts.
Read if you dare!”
—PAUL RUSSELL
Author of Looking Through the World to See What’s Really There

“I have a certain shelf of books that I intend to read more than once. Christine Sunderland’s latest novel, Angel Mountain, is one of those books that will go on that shelf, for I
will read it again. It is not a paint-by-number book. It is a Van Gogh, with poetic hues,
chroma, colors, and shades brilliantly flowing in and out from one another creating a
literary painting one will not soon forget.”
—FR. SERAPHIM
Elder, Nazareth House Apostolate, Taylorsville, Kentucky
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